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Smee peter pan

Create an account to contribute to this site! George Shelton in 1904 Smee was Captain Hook's right-hand man. She seems strangely feminine to a pirate; Barry describes him as Irish and a man who is stabbed without offense - and is shown in the many pantomes or Peter Pan films as a rather foolishly funny man who
cares about the spoils rather than Hook's more evil pleasures. Smi is usually a humorous side to admire, often portrayed as a nose with a bulbous nose and red cheeks, but J.M. Barry has hinted at a darker side. There is, of course, little evidence that he is a projectile of women from Neverland for his own purposes. This
is most palpable in the film Hook, where Smy, played by Bob Hoskins, is clearly popular with older women in Neverland, but with a clear sense of fear present in their adoration. Like the other people of Neverland, Smee is ignorant of who she is. Early on, Wendy thinks that if there's a pet pirate, she'il pick Smee. When
captured by Hook, every child in the brigade loves Smyth - he can't punch them with a fist and make them lazy - despite his belief that they are afraid of him. Hook contemplates that Smee has good form without knowing it, which, of course, is the best form of all. He almost tears up in Smee, but he knows that a person's
nails for a good look is very bad shape. In the Disney movie, when Smi tells Hook that shooting in the middle of his cadence isn't good shape, Hook responds with Good Shape, Mr. Smiy? Blow up good shape! Did Pan do this to me? in which he talks about the time Peter Pan cut off his hand and threw it at the crocodile.
Smee offered to save Wendy from the board if only she promised to be his mother - a suggestion she turned down, J.M. Barry used the words Dory for Smee. Smi's stance on Jolie Roger is inconsistent. In Peter and Wendy, he was identified as the sun on the ship. In most Disney series, Ee is said to be a first-time
assistant (the position Starkey holds in the novel), and this explains that he was called Mr. Smee by Captain Hook, although some call him a chef; in the Disney film, it refers to both the first half and the chef in the third person. However, he consistently acts as Captain Hook's left hand (albeit with varying degrees of
personal loyalty). Smy in the Disney film Smi was ed by Bill Thompson and animated by Ollie Johnston. In exchange for other Disney productions, he was voiced by Jeff Bennett. Kazuo Kumakura makes his Japanese voice. In 1991, Steven Spielberg, Smy was played by actor Bob Hoskins. In the 2003 film, Smi is
portrayed by Richard Briers. Smy appears in Disney House and The Heart Kingdom. Smee also appears at Walt Disney Parks and Resorts costumed character. In J. V. Hart's Captain Hook: The Adventures of a Notorial Youth, Smee is said to have been abbreviated by the name Bartholomew Quigley Smythington. Bob
Hoskins as Smee In Hook, Smee (Bob Hoskins) is more concerned with himself than his loyalty to Captain Hook, and can be seen trying to escape the ship with the most diverse treasures by the end of the film. It is also clearly popular with some of the elderly women in Neverland. Smy is also an important character in
the novel Peter and Starskach and Peter and the Shadow Thieves, written by Ridley Pearson and Dave Barry. He was loyal to Black Thish, Captain Hook's name, before he lost his hand. Smee features famous meanings in Wendy Trilogy, a retelation of peter pan's story song in which Wendy Darling accepts Captain
Hook's offer to become a pirate rather than refuse as original versions of the story. Smee conspired with Captain Hook against Wendy and later injured her during a fight, inadvertently causing Hook's death in the second song of the cycle and being mentioned as a grateful withdrawal in the third song. In the animated
series of Fox, Peter Pan and the Pirates, Smee is portrayed as a little-known man of Irish nationality, a small and somewhat murky man with a full beard and moustache. He tended to stutter and often dishonest things, but he was zealously devoted to Captain Hook, and may have been assigned to a position like bo'sun
as a result of that loyalty. Actors Sammy are played by: Ollie johnston Frard MoorCliff NordbergErik Cleworth Burren Carlson Hugh Fraser Don Barclay (authentic film) Christopher Gauthier (once) Faustino di Bauda (Offspring 3) Mr.. M Barry Loyal, timid, clumsy, grumpy, stupid, healthy, obedient, confused, steadfast,
distracted, good-natured Short, plump, half bald, white skin, both white hair and sideburns , thick black eyebrows, pink nose, white eyes with black students, captain's first assistant Tinker Bell, Wendy Darling, John Darling, Michael Darling, Jane, Lost Boys, Tiger Lily, Indian Chief, Vidya, Fira, Jake, Izzy, Pirate Princess,
Crocodile, Octopus, Beatrice Le Bake, ShiverJack, Lord Fatom, Shadow Pirate Pleasing Captain, Rum, Treasures, Pirate Brandy, Pirate Brandy, Pirate, Getting on the Captain's Bad Side, the sound of gunshots and cannons being harassed by his own comrades Save Me, Smee! — Captain Hook is a secondary
antagonist of the 1953 Disney animated film Peter Pan. He was Captain Hook's devoted first aide, although his behavior often did not help him. Developing the background Unlike previous villains, the film's creators believe that Smi is the first helper in history. Animator Ollie Johnston is work to come to life. Johnston once
noted that Smi is one of his favorite characters to come to life, as he is not just the lackey of a villain, but a fully realized person in history. Smyth has this way of treating him. He always tries to cope and wants to try to make everyone happy, like the mother who wants everyone to stop fighting and be friends and make it
nice for the world to be every rainbow color. But sometimes you'll hear - and I try not to do it too often - boy's little advantage, this job is really hard, and I'm a little tired of it, Jeff Bennett, smee's current voice actor, even though I serve the captain of fear and that I'm part of a crew of brutal pirates, Mr. Smee is Mr. Smee. ,
good heart character. Although he attempts to commit evil, his gentle nature often interferes with this; His final program usually focuses on maintaining peace and some form of stability in Captain Hook's life. Too eager to pray, Smee can easily be described as a chronic scavenger and seems to have minimal intellect in
general. Because of this, he often annoys Hook and often finds himself facing the wrath of the latter. While Smee is clearly afraid of Hook, especially as a result of his dangerous nature, he finds himself unfairly loyal, to the point of shamelessly jumping into action to protect the captain, in particular from the jaws of a
crocodile who is surprisingly submissive when dealing with Smee. In addition to his loyalty and connection to Huw, Smee has proven to have his own plans in the original film, convincing Huw to leave Never Land as he did, and the rest of the crew, a long time after the seven seas were looted, which was stopped as a
result of Huw's obsession with the murder of Peter Pan Hee. However, this stems from the harassment and threats of the crew, who see Smee as a means of communication with the captain, as the latter is much more bearable than his first assistant. However, Smee has proven to support the captain's idea of health and
happiness. The physical kind of Smee is a diminutive, porous gentleman with a strange, sandy head. He has shoulder length, white hair (although the top of his head is bald) and thick, black eyebrows. His eyes are black and close and often half-closed. His nose is round, large and pink, and the rest of his skin is slightly
pink. In terms of clothing, Smee wears what appears to be very simple, brown sandals, a short-sleeved shirt with alternating blue and white horizontal stripes and exposure to his stomach, and blue shorts. He also wears crescent-shaped glasses and a red hat with a red pump decoration on top. At one point in the original
film, he is shown having a tattoo on the chest of a heart with a paper towel on it that reads Mother. The first drags Peter Pan Smyth into peter pan's original film. He's the first Co-Captain Hook. However, at first it seems that he is not much liked by the rest of the crew (although this can only be due to the boredom of the
captain's obsessive hunt for Peter Pan over actual ity, and that the bullying Smyth is simply to suppress him in a personally convincing Hook to abandon the search). At the beginning of the film, Smiy walks out of the cockpit, he wishes the crew good morning, but they angrily grab him by the shirt and tell him there's
nothing good about the morning because they're stuck on Neverland Island and they're not spreading. Wanting to abandon the search for Peter Pan, they harassed Smee to try to persuade their captain to comply with their demands to return to sea again (although Smee himself wanted to abandon the search for the



same reasons). Smi fails to help Hook forget his obsession with Peter Pan so the crew can go to sea as he wishes. When the Tic-Tock crocodile appears, Captain Hook gets scared and asks Smiy to save him from the creature. See shoos from the animal and decides to calm the hook with a shave. Soon Peter shows up
with Darling's children, and Hook orders Smi to assemble the attack crew. Smee was later seen paddled with Captain Hook and captive Tiger Lily along the mermaid lagoon as they made their way to Skull Rock. Smi is fooled by an imitation of Peter's hook and begins to release the Indian princess before being corrected
by the real Hook. As Hook reveals Peter's identity, Peter offers Smyth a gun with the attempt to hit him. He misses, and instead, Smee punches Hook, who turns out to be alive, much to Smee's delight, but Smee is forced to save Hook when he is attacked by the crocodile. Captain Hook jumps on Smee's boat and orders
Smee to paddle for the ship before falling into the water. Smee returns to Jolie Roger himself, leaving Hook to swim away from the chasing crocodile. At one point, Smi learns about the expulsion of Tinker Bell through the crew's conversation and offers a desperate Hook to leave. He is 17 that island with women
problems is no place for a respected pirate. That gives Hook the idea of playing for Tinker Bell's jealousy of Wendy. Smee captures Tinker Bell, and Hook is able to persuade the fairy to reveal Peter Pan's hideout (with the help of a drunken Smee). Smee then accompanied Hook and helped catch the children, especially
since I cried a little with the other pirates, except hook, so they wouldn't miss their mothers when they heard Wendy sing to the boys about who their mothers were. During the last battle, Smee quietly tried to escape by boarding a rowing boat. As he lowers himself and the boat into the sea, the rest of the pirate crew on
the boat. He was last seen calling Captain Hook, who was swimming past them as he tried to escape the crocodile. Go back to Neverland Smyth in exchange for Neverland. Smyth was seen reluctantly joining Hook and the Pirates of London. That's where they kidnap whoever they believe wendy is, but it's actually her
daughter Jane, and she's going back to Neverland. Once there, Smee pulls out a bucket of pistachio to lure a giant octopus to devour Wendy. The plan was to lure Peter Pan, who does. Peter struggles with the octopus and is considered dead. Unlike Hook, Smi is saddened by the sight of Peter's apparent death.
Immediately afterwards Peter returned and Captain Hook was attacked by the octopus, Smy tried to save the captain, but the captain got away and ordered Smi to fix the board to make him walk. Later, Smee gives Hook a massage to calm his nerves, but a run with the octopus prevents this. He successfully distances
the creature and calms the captain down. Smyth joins Hook in Neverland to find Peter. Smee openly complains and admits he's tired of scouring the island, but silenced by the menacing Cook. Later, Smi and Hook advised on a plan to capture Peter and reclaim the treasure. In the final battle, Smy fought Tinker Bell to
save the Hook, but was thrown overboard. Smee and the pirates swim with fear when the octopus presents them as fish. House mouse Smee and hook in mouse house. Smee received numerous cameo alongside Captain Hook in the TV series House of Mouse. Ask Von Drake Smi is shown placing the captain's hook
on his arm. In the episode Donald Wants to Fly To Him, Smiy can be seen taking Donald (with Hook hiding behind him) flying and applauding for the latter when he finally acquires the ability through the help of Peter Pan. In the episode, Super Goof Smee stole Suttle's telescope and gave it to Hook to watch super Goofy
fly. In Pluto vs. Figaro, Hook feared he was under attack, forcing himself and Smi to fire a cannon that landed in Goofy's mouth. In Goofis Magic, when the club is flooded with stew, Hook and Smi can be seen paddling boat through the waves of stew. Smee made a cameo in Mickey's House of Villains as he helped the
other villains take over the Mausa House. Jake and Never Return Land Pirates Smee as he appears in Jake and Never Return Land Pirates. Smee appears in the series as a secondary antagonist. On the show, Smyth collapses, but he's smarter and smarter. Smee's involved in all the captain's schemes, and like Hook,
he's decomposed every time. Also despite the loyalty, it is shown several times he does not actually enjoy his work. As well as being Captain Hook's assistant and best friend, he is also the captain's cook, as in the film, and is usually the reason for his best failures. But there was one occasion when Smee actually
showed excitement in the sword and the stone episode. Despite being on the villain's side, Smee and the young pirates have been in good places since Smee teamed up with the sea pups to find Captain Hook. It is not known how Hook felt about the alliance when Smee thanked the pirates, Hook shouted: Whose side
are you on, Smee! Despite their differing views of sea pups, Smy and Hook seem to be much closer, with a strong bond of friendship and trust. Smy's always on Hook's side to propose to his warm captain. In the episode Mr. Smy's Pet, he has a chameleon named Blinky. Mr. Smyth plays a bigger role in the episode
Ahoy, Captain Smyth! where he was left under the command of the Merry after Captain Hook gave up his title of captain and abandoned ship with Sharkey and Bones, leaving smee to deal with the sinking ship. Luckily, Jake and his crew sailed nearby and decided to help. Izzy used pixie powder to lift The Merry From
the Unbited Sea, allowing Smiy to patch up the hole. With danger, Hook, Sharkey and Bones are back aboard Jolie Roger. Hook ordered Smee to regain his title as captain, but Mr. Smee shocked Captain Hook by deciding to remain captain for a while. It wasn't until Hook saved Smy's life during a treasure hunt that the
first partner decided to return Hook to the commands. Smi is the center of the Smi-erella episode, which portrays the love interest of First Assistant Matt Molly. Pirate fairy Smee in Pirate Fairy. Smi made a short, special cameo at the end of the film two decades before the events of the original Peter Pan, after James (the
younger version of Captain Hook) met his defeat at the hands of Tinker Bell and her friends Pixie Hollow. Smi was seen sailing on a ship, where he noticed James was stranded in the middle of EbbitSai. After noticing the discarded captain, Smee compliments the hook he wears (like the iconic hook he'll one day win), to
which James responds by furiously demanding smee save him. Since Smy was absent for the rest of the film, it's very possible this is the moment he and Captain Hook meet for the first time. Unlike Hook, however, Smyth's appearance hasn't changed anything, revealing that he's far beyond Hook in terms of age. Other
Smi appearances appeared in a cameo with Captain Hook at the end of the second episode of Raw Toonage, after Hook defeated Don Carnidge in a sword duel to receive his treasure. Smi is shown paddling the boat in the sea with Hook and the treasure. Once in a while, Mr. Smiy, as he appeared in Once Upon a
Time. Once upon a time, William Smy, played by Christopher Gauthier, was a criminal who sold stolen goods on the black market. He was known to Killian Jones, who was the captain of a pirate ship. Smi helped Tumelstiltskin find out Jones. Years ago, Trump's wife, Mila, ran away from him on Jones' ship, and when
Rumpelstiltskin asked him to bring his wife back, Jones refused. Smee had magic beans and promised to give it to Rumplestiltskin in exchange for eternal life. Rumpelstiltskin eventually confronted Killian Jones for Mila, but he claimed she had died. He makes Jones duel with him and then he's ready to rip out his heart,
but Mila shows up and pleads with him to stop. She explains why she left him and then shows him Smi's red hat to prove he now owns the magic beans he wants. Rumpelstilkin allowed Jones to live and follow them on their ship. On the ship, the conflicts of Rumplegiltskin and Mila reach boiling point. He has a lot of
anger at her that he not only left him, but also disappeared on his son, Baelfire. Mila is repent and regrets letting her misfortune cloud her judgment that she has come out of their lives. He asks her why she left him, and she tells him it's because she never loved him. Rumpelstiltskin rips his heart out with a fit of rage, and
breaks it, killing it. Jones tells him he wants to be part of the crew. Smy is outraged because Rumpelstiltkin promises him eternal life, but that's not possible now, since Jones has tricked Trump. Rumpelstiltkin's hand cut off didn't have magic beans. Instead, Jones used it to transport himself and his crew to another world
where they would never grow old - Neverland. In the end, he became Killian's most trusted confidant and crew member. Mr. Smer Storbrook. In Storybrooke, when Bell searches the Storybrooke library, he wants to change. When he says there aren't any, he puts his hand on her mouth and kidnaps her. Actually, Mo
French hired him to bring Belle to him. Moe and Bell have a short, happy date. He wants to never be around Mr. Gold again, with which she disagrees and does not want him to choose for her. Mo is adamant Mr. Gold will never have Bell again, so he takes her to the mines and puts her in a mini car to get to the city
boundary of History. Everyone will cross the border will lose their memories of the fairy land, and he prefers to lose all his memories and remember no one but to keep them with the opportunity to reconcile with Mr. Gold. After Mr. Gold, Ruby and David Nolan were able to put an end to Moe's plan, Bell was saved from
losing his memory. Mr. Gold confronts the man hired by Moe and wants to know where Captain Hook is. Smyth was used as a test site for Mr. Gold's potion poured over his hat. Then he returns Smiy's hat and crosses the city and still remembers. to prove that the experiment was successful. Smi later found Hook and an
assistant in the break-in at Mr. Gold's store to get the scarf he had in the safe, like the last thing on a Baelfire. Smyth later tries to leave town, but Gold grabs him outside and magically throws him against the wall, asking him where the scarf is. Mmy pushed out that he didn't know, as he did with Hook on a rooftop in
Storybrooke. Instead of killing Smy, Gold turns him into a rat and orders him to escape, which Smiy does quickly. Smee returns to season 3 episode Jolly Roger, where, upon his return to the enchanted forest, Smee is returned to human form and joins Hook with the other pirates from jolly Roger's original crew robbery,
and eventually joins the rest of the cast back in History after the new curse has been leaked. Descendants 3 Smedge with his sons Squeaky and Squirmy Smue in Offspring 3 Smies appears briefly in Offspring 3 along with their sons Squeaky &amp;. Squirmy Smee&quot;, he appears in two moments of the film, the first
is when he is with his children in the choice of the sons of the villains who will study in Auradon and then he appears saying that his farewell to his children. He is portrayed by Faustino di Bauda in printed inheritance material: The Il of the Lost Mr. Smi is one of the villains trapped in the territory of the Lost. He has a son
named Sammy Smiy. He was mentioned by an unnamed African-American student from the School of Secrets who appeared to be related to him and Sammy, Smiy was his uncle, meaning Sammy was that student's cousin from Auradon. Video games Kingdom Hearts series Mr. Smi appeared in The Kingdom heart as a
resident of Neverland, and often played a minor role. In the first kingdom of Hearts, Captain Hook and Smee were recruited by Malefistian to help her capture the seven princesses of the heart in her quest for world domination. As such, Hook and Smi, with a legion of heartless on orders, take Wendy. Peter heard about it
and traveled to The Merry Roger to save her, teaming up with Sora, Donald and Goofy. When Smi learns of their escape, he informs the captain. While Peter and Wendy managed to escape, Sora, Donald, Goofy and Tinker Bell were caught and arranged to walk on the board, like Smee's watches. Peter returns and
frees his friends, prompting Smi to flee the scene. In Kingdom Hearts 358/2 Days, Smee is seen in Neverland, again, with the captain ordered to dig up various objects to find a supposed treasure, and although he does so diligently, the treasure has not been found. Smee appeared in the Kingdom of Hearts birth at sleep
in Unver land, where he antagonized Terra, Aqua and Enthus alongside Kuka. In particular, Smee's role is significantly greater in this game than his original debut in the series. Epic Mickey from the Smyth series talks to Mickey and Gus in Epic Mickey. Rejected version of Smee lives in and is a recurring sign in the
series. Like his true colleague was (once) Captain Hook's right-hand man on Tevland. This Smee was first seen crying in the center of the world of Ventureland. He explains that he and the other pirates left Skull Island because of a machine that turned pirates into The Beatles. He'il give Mickey Mouse the mission to go
to Skull Island and stop the machine. If you manage to destroy or turn the machine around, Smiy and the other pirates will leave Ventureland to return to skull island. If left alone or if the pumps are filled with Paint and Thinner for each one, they will remain in Ventureland. Either way, Smee was last seen on Mean Street
at the game's finale, celebrating The Rest of The Citizens' renewal. Smee's version featured here is a rejected design based on concept art. The stripes on his shirt and the color of his hat are inverted. Smyth from the film had blue stripes and a red hat. Smi returns to Epic Mickey 2, seen again in Ventureland. Smee also
appears in The Third Game of Epokie Mickey, the power of illusion. At one point in the game, Mickey was asked by Captain Hook to find Smee. Smi was found by Mickey on Jolie Roger and brought to his boss's house in the fortress. Kinect Disneyland Adventures smee at Kinect Disneyland Adventures. Smee plays a
small role during a mini-game of Peter Pan flight. Smyth was seen watching the helpless Cubby almost meet the end of it until Pan appeared. Smi was last seen diving into the sea to save Kuka after he was beaten and thrown overboard. The duo are then seen swimming by a crocodile. In disney's other revenge games,
Smy made a vocal cameo during Captain Hook's performance, where he told captain Peter Pan always won, responding to Hook's desire to challenge the boy to a duel. In 2012, a Smee costume was added to the Disney Universe as part of the Never Earth add-on. Disney parks Mr. Smi poses for a photo at Disneyland
Paris. Smee makes frequent appearances at all Disney theme parks around the world, most often found alongside Captain Hook. Disneyland Resort Animatronic version of Smee can be seen constantly in the dark attraction Peter Pan flight. Smy appears in the original disneyland version of Fantastic!, in the peter pan
scene and a duel of Captain Hook. During the battle, Smee shouts famous quotes from the film like Give It To Him, Cap'n! Tie him to the chest! Walt Disney World Mimi appears in former Dream Together Mickey in The Magic Kingdom Park. Here, Smee and Captain Hook work for Malefis, dreams are treason, and the
three villains conspire to take over the Magic Kingdom. Wait for me! Smee can also be found The parade, the Fantasy Festival and is often seen during Mickey's No-Scary Halloween Party. He also appeared in Disney's Hollywood Studios version of Fantastic Fantastic! Tokyo Disney Resort In One Man's Dream: Magic
Lives On! He also made appearances at the World Bazaar. Smee also accompanied Hook to tokyo's annual DisneySea port in the World of The Willies during the Halloween season. Disneyland Paris Smee accompanies Hook at Disneyland Paris show Disney Shape Halloween party Meetings and Greetings, it can often
be found in Adventureland and Fantasyland. Disney Cruises in Evil Tonight, aboard Disney Magic, Smee is seen during the Hook segment. Later, Smee and Hook are seen during Jafar and Iago performing wind under my wings. Smyth was last seen during the final song Villains Tonight. Aboard a Disney Magic cruise
ship, Hook and his pirates attacked the ship during The Pirates of Mickey in the Caribbean. As Hook enters the main deck, Smyth smashes into the captain's quarters, where he keeps the ship's crew captive. After Mickey defeated Hook in a captain's challenge, the crew members were released and chased Hook and
Smyth off the ship. Smee is also available for meetings and congratulations aboard selected ships. Disney Wiki Gallery has a collection of images and media associated with Mr. Smee. Trivia While appearing in the trailers for Villains' Mickey House, Smee did not appear in the latest film. Smi is the opposite of his boss;
he's actually sweet and sweet, while Hook is hot and cruel. In Peter Pan's original story, Smi is depicted with an Irish accent. Thompson's interpretation of the character has a small Irish brother who is inconsistent. When Jeff Bennett took over the character, the Irish accent wasn't even an attempt to do so. In the original
story, Smi wasn't Hook's first aide, but rather the ship's sun. The first assistant's position was starkey's. Later in the episode of Jake and Ebbit land, Mr. Smee appears in the first two games of Epic Mickey. In the original book, Smyth named his sprouts Johnny Corkscrew because he was purring it in the wound. Also in
the original novel, Smyth and another pirate named Starkley are the only pirates not killed by the Lost Boys. We've retired from piracy, becoming a maritime merchant. v - e Disney Parks Mickey are not so scary characters of Halloween Main characters: Sora • Riki • Kairi • King Mickey • Duck Donald • Goofy • Roxa •
Axel/Lya • Amine • X • Aqua • Terra • Venous Villains: Xagnament • Ansem • Ksem • Malfosis • Pitt • Vanita • Xigbar/Braig • Xalin • Xen • Shakes • Lexaeus • Zexion Sykes/Isa • Dinnox • Lux • Marlux • Larxen • Terra-Hehanort • Young Xehanort • Guardian of Xehanort other characters: Himi Cricket • Anesthetic • Tezge
Day • Sid • Sid • Master Erax • Dylan • Even Eleus • Yenzo • Will continue with Fanering ! • Kayri's grandmother • Riku replica • Jimini's Diary • Imaginers • Master of Masters • Laxu • Ephemer • Squirt • Chirithy • Lauriam • Elrena Original Monsters: Heartless • Heartless • Vast • Dreamer Disney characters, Introduced to
the Kingdom Heart Queen: Mini Degas • Pluto and Dale and Louis • Brooms • Brooms • Alice • White Rabbits • Doorknob • Cheshire Cat • Queen of Hearts • Card Soldiers • Tarzan • Jane Porter • Clay • Terc • Kerchak • Kala • Szabor • Hercules • Philoctete • Hades • Kerber • Rock Titan • Ice Titan • Aladdin • Aladdin •
Jalal • Genocide • Carpet • Jafar • Iago • Cave of Wonders • Pinocchio • Geporto • Monstro • Cleel • Cleel • Flounder • Ursula • Ursula • King Triton • Navy Sam and Jetsam • Glut • Zero • Sally • Uggie Boogie • Lock Lock , Shock and Barrel • Dr Finkelstein • Mayor of Halloween Town • Peter Pan • Tinker Bell • Captain
Hook • Mr. Смеж • Крокодил • Мерлин • Мечо Пух • Тигър • Прасец • Еиоре • Заек • Сова • Пчели • Пчели • Бел • Снежанка • Пепеляшка • Fairy Godmother • Поляна Поляна • Понго • Далматийски кучепи • Симба • Мумба • Глупав Бамби • Чернабог Герои, въведени в Сърца II: Флора, Фауна, Мериуедър •
Ламфицент • Скрудж Макдук • Мулан • Ли Шанг • Шан Шан • Хаябуса • Яо, Линг и Чили • Императорът • Лумиер • Cogsworth • Г-жа Потс • Гардероб • Пегас • Мегара Болка и Паника • Хоръс Конкълолалар • Клера Крава • Клара Клук • Джак Спароу • Елизабет Суон • Ще Търнър • Капитан Барбоса • Бо
слънце • Якоб • Троица • Проклетик екипаж • Принц Ерик • Астрина • Андрина • Дядо Коледа • Скелетен редеер • Тимон • Пумба • Нала • Рапик • Шенси , Банзай и Ед • Муфаса • Киара • Прайдландърс • Хиени • Хиени • Мастър Контрол Програма • Командир Сърк • Канга • Гъфер • Бодил • Малки Дисни
герои, въведени в Раждането чрез съня: Принц Филип • Глупаци • Доктори • Мравка • Пресен • Спи • Башфул • Кихай • Dopey • НаСледника • Злата кралица • Магията огледало • Чаровен • Jaq • Дама Тремейн • Анастасия • Дизжела • Великия херцог • Велик съветник • Капитан Ганту • Експеримент
Джумба • 221 • Изгубени момчета Дисни introduced in Dream Pad Distance: Quasimodo • Esmeralda • Feb • Judge Claude Frollo • Victor, Hugo, and Laverne • Kevin Flynn • Sam Flynn • Kuora • CLU • Rinzler • Black Guards • Blue Fairy • Beagle Boys • The Servants of Black God • Julius Disney characters, presented
in The Kingdom of Hearts: Mad Hatter • Hare • Mad Men • Royal Guards • Morris • Gaston Disney characters introduced to Kingdom Hearts Union: Sultan • Samson • Vanellope von Schweetz • Fix-It Felix Jr. • Sergeant Calhoun • King Candy • Chiero bill • Cy-Bugs • On-duty soldiers of Disney heroes , introduced in
Kingdom Hearts III : Zeus • Apollo • Athena • Hermes • Lava Titan • Tornado Titan • Little Chef • Woody • Wood • Vesti • Rex • Ham • Sarge • Green Army Men • Little Green Men • Rapunzel • Flynn Rider • Pascal • Maxim • Mother Gottel • Sully • Mike Vazovski • Boo • Randall Boggs • CDA • Caravan Son and Mom • Elsa
• Anza • Christophe • Sven • Dowry • Hans • Mr. Gibbs • Ia Dalma • Davy Jones • Kraken • Cutler Beckett • Hammam • Hiro Hamada • Go Tomago • Honey Lemon • Fred • Wasabi • Lumpy • Lumpy • Wreck-It Disney characters introduced to The Kingdom of Hearts Dark Road : Tweedee and Tweedledum Disney
characters introduced in manga: Caterpillar • Enix Chi-Fu Square: Leon • Cloud • Muggle • Others vs. &amp; Friends: Mickey Min • Donald • Daisy • Guffy • Pluto • Chip and Valley • Owald • Ortensia • Duffy • ShelleyMay • Glatons • Stella Lalu • Cookie • Olu Mel • Huey, Dewey, and Louie • Jose Carioca • Panchito Pistoli
• Clarabella Cow • Horseman • Max Goof • Clarice • Pete • Scrooge McDook • Ludwig Von Drake • Dr. Frankenroll • Julius Pooh and Pals : Pooh • Tiger • Pig • Eeyore • Rabbit • Rabbit • Roo • Kanga • Waffle • Christopher Robin • Lump • Lillo and Stitch • Scrump • Hemstervel • Ugly Duck • Sparky • 627 • Gigi • Yang •
Slushy • Shortstuff • 625 • Amnesia • Dup • Sample • Clip • 2000 • 2009 Tank • Yin • Hunkahunka • Plasmoid Sily Symphonies: Donald Duck • Big Bad Wolf • Practical Pig • Pig Fiddler • Ugly DuckLing Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs : Snow White • The Golden Queen • Doctor • Snorting • Happy • Bashful • Sneezing •
Sleepy • Dopey Pinocchio: Pinocchio • Himini Cricket • Figaro • Cleo • Blue Fairy • Honest John and Gideon • Liswick • Montstro Fantasia : Mickey • Yeni Sid • Black God • Hippo • Ben Ali Gator Dumbo: Dumbo Bambi: Bambi • Tuber • Miss Bunny • The Great Prince of the Forest Caballeros: Gauchito • Burrito Adventures
of Ihabod and Mr. Frog: Mr. Cinderella Frog: Cinderella • Jack and Gus • Charming Prince • Fairy Godmother • Lady Tremain • Lucifer • Susie • Pearl • Bruno Alice in Wonderland: • Mad Hatter • March • Passive • White Rabbit • Cheshire Cat • Tweedle D Tum and Tweedle Di • Queen Hearts • King of Hearts • Caterpillar •
Dynamite • Oysters Peter Pan: Peter Pan • Tinker Bell • Wendy Darling • John Darling • Michael Darling • Captain Hook • Mr Smee • Nana • Tock Tock Tick • Lily Lady and the Tramp : Lady • Drifter • Si and Am • Athlete • Reliable Peg Sleeping Beauty: Aurora • Syrah • Maleshev precious • Flora • MerryWeather • Diablo •
Samson • King Stefan • Bow • Owl • Rabbit Mary Poppins: Mary Poppins Poppins • Bert • Penguin Waiter • Carousel Horse One Cent and One Dalmatians: Cruella De Vil • Luck • Patch • Rolly The Jungle Book: Mowgli • Baghari • Sher Khan • Kaa • King Louie • Getty, Junior. • Raksha Pitt's Dragon: Elliot Fox and the
Hound : Todd • Honey Aristotle: Marie • Berleoz • Toulouse • Duchess • Thomas O'Malley The Saviours: Bernard • Bianca Oliver &amp;; &amp;quot; Oliver &amp;quot; • Dodger • Titre • Rita • Frank 2000 Mrs. 2000 1999 199 00:22:22,489 --&amp;; Point • Chip • Morris • Philip • Gaston • Lefu Aladdin: Aladdin • Abu • Gin
• Jasmine • Jafar • Sultan • Aago • The Nightmare Before Christmas : Jack Skelton • Sally • Zero • Lockdown, shock and barrel • Oogie Bogie • Dr. Finkelstein • Mayor of Halloween Town • Santa Claus Lion King: Simba • Nala • Tymon • Pumbaa • Zuzu • Rafts • Scar • Ed Pocahontas • John Smith • Mieko • Flip • Percy
Hercules: Hercules • Megara • Hades Mulan: Mulan • Li Shang • Mushu • Fa Zhou • Han New Groove : Kuzco • Isma • Cronk Mickey, Donald, Goofy: the three musketeers : Mickey Mouse • Minnie Mouse • Donald Duck • Goofy Chicken Little: Chicken Little Princess and Frog: Dr. Facilitator Tangled: Rapunzel • Flynn
Rider • Pascal • Maximus • Mother Gottel • Queen Arianna King • Cassandra • Fidella Pub Wreck Ralph: Wreck Ralph Ralph • Pascal • Maximus • Mother Gottel • Queen Arianna • King Fred • Cassandra • Fidella Pub Wreck-It Ralph: Wreck Ralph Ralph • Pascal • Maximus • Mother Gozellal • Queen Arianna • King Fredrik
• Cassandra • Fidella Pub Wreck-It Ralph : Wreck Ralph Ralph • Pascal • Maximus • Mother Gottel • Queen Arianna • King Ariana • Cassandra • Fidella Pub Wreck-It Ralph: Wreck Ralph Ralph • Pascal • Maximus • Mother Gottel • Queen Arianna • King Arianna • Cassandra • Fidella Pub Wreck-It Ralph Ralph • Fix-It-
Felix Jr. Frozen: Anna • Elsa • Olaf • Christophe • Snow • Snows • Snows • Bruni Big Hero 6: Hiro • Bymax • Fred • Wasabi • Honey Lemon • Go Go Tomago • Tadashi Hamada • Yokai • Moki Zootopia : Judy Hopps • Nick Wild • Mayor Leon Ripper • Yax • Gazelle • Chief God • Finhouse • Mr Big • Belvoir • Jerry Jumpoi
JR. Moa • Pua • Pua • Heidi • Tamatoa • Kakhamor chip 'n Dale rescue oranges: Chip • Dyle • Gadget • Monterey Jack Phineas and Ferb: Perry The Lion Guard: Kion • Bunga • Beshte • Fuli Ducks (2017): Scrooge McDucke and Louie • Webby Vanderquack Kingdom Hearts: Sora • Riqueux • Kairi • Xemnas • Ansem,
Darkness Seeker • Centus • Terra • Chirithy • Lea • Young XehanortUniBEA Carrion: Mocha • Pudding • Brick • Pooh • Slip • Mon • Blanc • Soufflé • Blue Rose • Charman • Portiron • Rogue • Féva • Luchen • Horlog • La Mer • Ma Puce Sofia First : Sofia • Minimus • Skye Elena ElenaHed: Gisele Disney Fairies: Periwinkle
• Pink • Silver Sword in stone: Wart • Merlin
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